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 Included is a full color TEC Video viewing software. This unique software feature lets you view a video clip in a graphical
format and make real time changes to the video. .The program can also be used to stream a web cam feed to remote monitors
via Internet. This feature allows you to stream video from your home security camera in real time to a computer or web cam

where it can be viewed. . DillonVPN is the solution to all your IP Cameras, Wireless Security, Access Control, VPN, DVR and
all other Network Video Systems .The program works to install in to all Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, 2000 and XP

machines. .When installing, you simply unzip it to any directory and it will download the required drivers and software for
installation. .The program provides simple to use tools to connect, configure, monitor and record IP camera video feeds. There

are five different viewing modes for displaying video. These are looping, single frame, continuous, flicker and still. .The camera
can be configured to stream over the Internet and to an IP phone. DVR Video Recording Software - IP Camera DVR System -
Advanced Security DVR System - .DVRVideo Recorder is a user-friendly DVR software that's easy to setup and use. It will

record video of your IP cameras at a time you choose. Just tell it what to record. It will automatically restart the video when the
video ends, unless you shut it down. .It has a powerful configurable management interface that allows you to create schedules
and record scheduled and live video in one click. .DVRVideo Recorder features flexible rules and filters to control the video
playback. You can configure it to play specific video on specific days of the week, every hour, or even every second. . DVR
Video Recording Software - IP Camera DVR System - Advanced Security DVR System - .DVRVideo Recorder is a user-

friendly DVR software that's easy to setup and use. It will record video of your IP cameras at a time you choose. Just tell it what
to record. It will automatically restart the video when the video ends, unless you shut it down. .It has a powerful configurable

management interface that allows you to create schedules and record scheduled and live video in one click. .DVRVideo
Recorder features flexible rules and filters to control the video playback. You can configure it to play 82157476af
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